XITROGEN COMPOUNDS
NorWa> ,, the Bad-sche AniUn- unc I Soda ^™
"
l6' K K. Scott (Jonrn. Soc. Chan. Ind., 1915, 34, i ^) describes a new type of funuux-.
General Plan of Plant for the Manufacture of Nitrates by
tren	Electrical Oxidation of the Air
Ho* the manufacture of nitric acid and nitrates from the air is carried  out
technkally bv means of the electrical furnaces above described w. 1 be seen horn
he dSammatic sketch, Fig. 9.    a is an air compressor which dr. via the a,r ,uj>
he electrical furnace b (which may be any of the kinds descnbed above).     In th s
chamber b, the air is passed into a very hot electrical arc flame, where it is heated
to a very high temperature, say 5,ooo°-io,ooo° C, in the immediate path of   th«
arc     Here union takes place, NO being formed.    The hot gases pawing  uwiy
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from the arc experience a sudden fall of temperature (although the tall .s so  slow
wasrc
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fig. 9.—Plan of Plant for the Manufacture of Nitrates by the Electrical ()xi<lati<>n of (.lie Air.
that in practice most of the NO formed is decomposed again), and the gases escape
from the furnace at a temperature of 8oo°-r,ooo° C. containing only 1.5-2 per cent, by
volume of NO, the rest being unchanged oxygen and nitrogen (e.g., 30 ing. IINO^
per litre). The hot gases at 800-1,000° C. stream into a cooling chamber e, when;
the temperature falls to about 500° C., and then are passed, still very hot, through
a series of tubes contained in a number of tubular boilers. Here they give up
their heat to ihe water in the boilers, the latter developing a pressure ot 130 Ihs.
on the square inch, and thus sufficient steam is generated to work all the necessary
machinery in the works, the use of coal being thus entirely done away with. The
gases leave the boilers at a temperature of only 2oo°-25o° C., and by passing
through another cooling arrangement their temperature is further lowered to about
50° C^when they ^finally enter a large oxidation chamber g, consisting of a series
of vertical iron cylinders with acid-proof lining. Now the nitric oxide only begins
to unite (2NO + 2O2=2NO2) with the oxygen of the excess air at a temperature
below 500 C., and so the formation of nitrogen peroxide, NCX, already begins in
the gases, and this oxidation is nearly completed in the large "oxidation chamber
G^the gases finally leaving g consisting of 98 per cent, of air, and 2 per cent, of a
mixture of 75 per cent. NO2 and 25 per cent. NO.
Next the gases pass from the oxidation chambers into a series of absorptions
towers k (one tower only being shown), where they meet a stream of descending

